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Abstract—In this Paper, the comparative analysis of a fibre optics CDMA system with or without weighted code is presented using Matlab simulation. By changing various parameters of the systems, we compare two systems in terms of BER. As the number of active users increases the BER increases. It is found that the system using weighted code is better.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) technology combines the large bandwidth of fibre media with the flexibility of CDMA technology to provide high speed connectivity to end users. It allows users to share the same bandwidth simultaneously at low cost. Optical CDMA systems are better than TDMA and FDMA systems in terms of the system throughput and the BER performance since the whole channel bandwidth is available to each user for the whole of the time and the codes applied have better auto and cross-correlation properties. Because of this, the BER performance degrades gradually when the number of simultaneous users increases above the normal traffic.

In OCDMA, different users whose signals may be overlapped both in time and frequency share a common communication medium, multiple access is achieved by assigning unlike minimally interfering code sequence to different transmitter to avoid multiple access interference (MAI). These codes are orthogonal with each other.

The broadband signal from the light source is ON-OFF keying (OOK) modulated with the binary data. The transmitter sends a pulse with spectral distribution varying with time if the data bit value is “1”; otherwise no power is transmitted. The encoder is a fast TOF controlled with an electrical signal that represents the Functional code. Signals transmitted from all synchronized users will be mixed up in the network before received by all users. At the receiver end of the FO-CDMA, the optical pulse sequence will be compared to a stored replica of itself (correlation process) and to a threshold level at the comparator for the data recovery. The probability of error is given by

\[
\text{BER}(K) = \frac{1}{2} \text{erfc} \left( \sqrt{\frac{\text{SNR}(K)}{2}} \right)
\]

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The broadband signal from the light source is ON-OFF keying (OOK) modulated with the binary data. The transmitter sends a pulse with spectral distribution.

Therefore, the electronic data are converted to broadband optical pulses then, these optical pulses are delivered to splitter for encoding. The spectral coding and the spatial encoding are performed by using the two sets of FBGs and splitters, respectively. When the optical pulse is inputted into FBG1, the spectral components matched to “1s” of the spectral code sequence are reflected back and the others are filtered out. However, the matched spectral components are reflected by different gratings. It causes the round trip delays of the matched spectral components to be different. After spectral encoding, the optical pulses are passed to the splitter for spatial encoding.

The splitter equally splits each optical pulse and sends these split portions according to the spatial code sequence.
The spectral and spatial codes are modulated by the Functional codes [3] using Optical Multiplier. Signals receiver, the composite signal is decoded by the decoder. The output of the decoder is therefore the signal that has the same phase shift.

An optical multiplier has been used for modulation of the spectral and spatial code sequences by functional codes. The BER of the proposed system can well be approximated as:

\[
\text{BER}(K) = \frac{1}{2} erfc\left(\sqrt{\frac{\text{SNR}(K)}{8}}\right) + \frac{1}{2} erfc\left(\sqrt{\frac{\text{SNR}(E)}{2}}\right)
\]

III. PARAMETER USED FOR SIMULATION

PD quantum efficiency = 0.6, Spectral width of broadband light source = \(\Delta\lambda = 30\text{ nm}\), Electrical Bandwidth = 320 MHz, Receiver load resistor = \(R_L = 10^3\ \Omega\), \(k_1 = 3\), \(k_2 = 0.6\), number of active users = 1000.

IV. CONCLUSION

As it can be seen from the simulation results that in the system without weighted code transmission the bit error rate first decreases and then it remains constant(2.5 \(\times\) 10\(^{-4}\)) for further users. And for the weighted code system the bit error rate is almost zero for the first 800 users than it starts increasing. We can increase the values of weighted code to increase the number of users but to a certain extent as it increases the shot noise. This system is better for 1000 users only.
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